
MACQUARIE BANK IN LONDON WITH A UNIQUE 
CENTRAL STAIRCASE – A COMBINATION OF GREAT 
DESIGN AND SAFETY

Building: Macquarie Bank, Ropemaker Place, 
London 

Architect: Clive Wilkinson Architects in association 
with Pringle Brandon

Products: norament® 926, approx 1,950 m2 and
norament® 926 stairtreads, 120 units

Application: Production hall and logistics areas

Installation: January – March 2011



Macquarie Bank, Ropemaker Place

The stairtread incorporated safety insert strips with the 
50 mm strip cut into the top of the stair and 30 mm in 
the front of the step to ensure the stairwell complied 
fully with BS8300/DDA standards. The contrast of the 
grey signal strip ensures that each step is visually 
pronounced to the staff or visitors using the steps. The 
studs provided a good slip resistance rating; these two 
components working together, not only began to 
create an eye-catching central stairwell, but also 
ensured maximum safety for all using the stairs. 

The stairs were to act as the focal point of the offices, 
which could be seen when looking up and down the 
different levels within the building. The dominating red 
feature set against the grey insert strips created a 

Originating from Sydney, Australia in 1969, 
Macquarie’s UK commercial office environment is 
situated on Ropemaker Place, London, where they are 
dedicated to providing a diversified range of services 
to their clients. 
The brief of this project was to create a unique central 
staircase. In order for the aim to be fulfilled a special 
red colour was produced in the norament® 926 
stairtread material. Working with the innovative design 
of the building, Clive Wilkinson architects began 
turning the central atrium space into the main focal 
point of the building. However, the architects also had 
to keep the health and safety of the staff and visitors 
using the stairs on a daily basis, at the forefront of their 
minds. 



gentle contrast, which was also illuminated by the 
lighting on the side of the stair treads. The unique red 
stair case provides access to all levels within the office 
to take an interesting stairwell concept into an 
innovative design feature within the building, thus 
fulfilling the architects brief.

An additional feature to the stair well was the 
incorporation of the floor numbers of each level of the 
office. The numbers made it visible to the employees 
and visitors as to where they were within the office. 
norament® 926 grey studded tiles were used 
throughout the rest of the office, a theme that continued 
within the building, with the studded tiles again 
contrasting with the central stairwell. 

The use of the norament® 926 studded tile proved the 
perfect choice for the Macquarie bank offices, not only 
because of its oil and grease resistant properties, but its 
4 mm thickness provides the material with a durable, 
long lasting life span suitable for the amount of traffic 



the office see on a daily basis. nora rubber® 
floorcoverings and stairtread systems were the natural 
choice when thinking about not only the innovative, 
unique nature of the offices, but also its proven quality 
and durability to create a magnificent working 
environment.
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